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Sulfur(VI) fluoride
functionalities hold
advantages over current
established functionalities

Adding a reactive functionality
enables many technologies
that improve the efficiency of
drug development

Drugs and chemical
tools target proteins
in the body

.

But we are in need of
information about their
properties in order to tune
them for optimal use
=

.

Reactive functionalities capture specific compound-target interactions, so can be leveraged as tools to facilitate the discovery and development of medicines.1,2 Expanding the range of
biological systems that can be targeted by such approaches is becoming increasingly crucial.
Sulfur(VI) fluorides (SVI-F) have emerged as attractive reactive electrophiles, with the ability to: 1. Target numerous nucleophilic amino acids → expand the number of proteins we can
target (the ligandable proteome). 2. Achieve quantitative modification → achieve excellent sensitivity.3 However, it is crucial to strike a balance between the stability and reactivity of
SVI-Fs. We present a workflow to profile SVI-Fs as reactive functionalities for chemical biology applications:

1 Intrinsic reactivity studies
Nine SVI-F electrophiles selected for profiling

2 Protein kinetics studies

.

1 Buffer stability studies

.

1 Substitute SVI-F functionalities

SVI-F modification kinetics

To assess the intrinsic reactivity
and stability of SVI-F functionalities

onto protein binder:
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3 Measure kinetic parameters, KI and kinact for various fragment-binder combinations
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SVI-F functionalities exhibit diverse and
tuneable intrinsic reactivity (half-lives
between 30 min and >600 hours at pH 8)
Stability is dependent on buffer pH and
identity (accelerated under basic conditions)
We have enabled the prediction of intrinsic
reactivity from LUMO energy calculations
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enables reactivity prediction
VI
S -F hydrolysis was demonstrated to be pH dependent, with SVI-F hydrolysis accelerated under basic
conditions.
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2 Measure rates of protein modification and assess correlation with intrinsic reactivity (E(LUMO)
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Intrinsic reactivity and kinact correlates in certain cases only (fragment 4)
Observe variation due to nuanced structural effects and SVI-F-amino acid trajectory
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3 Proteome-wide reactivity studies

.

Conclusions

Chemoproteomics experiment

.

➢ SVI-F reactivity is diverse and tuneable → can be tuned for reaction with a target of interest
while minimising hydrolysis and off-target reactivity

To assess SVI-F modification across the proteome in live cells

➢ Three SVI-F electrophiles d–f exhibited desirable properties for application in reactive fragment
screening and wider biological applications:

Kinome enrichment

Proteome enrichment

Target development level

No. non-kinases enriched

SVI-F hydrolysis was demonstrated to be pH dependent, with SVI-F hydrolysis accelerated under basic
conditions.

•
•
•
•

SVI-F hydrolysis was demonstrated to be pH dependent, with SVI-F hydrolysis accelerated under basic
➢ We can now predict intrinsic reactivityconditions.
for novel SVI-F motifs
This enables the design of SVI-F functionalities with suitable reactivity for chemical biology
tools
➢ SVI-Fs can achieve impressive engagement across the proteome → highly valuable
functionalities

No. kinases enriched

➢ High target selectivity is achievable with the use of low reactivity SVI-F functionalities

93 kinases, 559 non-kinases enriched
Improved correlation observed between intrinsic reactivity and non-kinase reactivity vs kinase
reactivity → recognition plays an important role in modification
Many Tbio/Tdark proteins enriched that have limited known binders
Enrichment was observed by the highly stable SVI-F: i
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➢ SVI-Fs have been shown to enrich many proteins not targetable by Cys approaches → can
expand the ligandable proteome
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